Magnetic lock wiring diagram

Free Wiring Diagram. Collection of magnetic door lock wiring diagram. A wiring diagram is a
streamlined conventional pictorial depiction of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of
the circuit as simplified shapes, and also the power as well as signal connections in between
the gadgets. A wiring diagram usually gives information concerning the relative setting as well
as arrangement of gadgets and terminals on the gadgets, in order to help in structure or
servicing the tool. A pictorial diagram would show a lot more information of the physical
appearance, whereas a wiring diagram makes use of a more symbolic notation to highlight
interconnections over physical look. A wiring diagram is often utilized to fix troubles and to
make certain that all the links have actually been made and also that whatever exists. Variety of
magnetic door lock wiring diagram. Click on the image to enlarge, and then save it to your
computer by right clicking on the image. A wiring diagram is a kind of schematic which makes
use of abstract pictorial icons to reveal all the affiliations of components in a system. Wiring
layouts are made up of 2 things: symbols that stand for the components in the circuit, and also
lines that represent the links between them. Electrical wiring layouts primarily reveals the
physical setting of parts as well as links in the developed circuit, however not always in logic
order. To check out a wiring diagram, initially you have to know exactly what basic elements are
consisted of in a wiring diagram, and also which pictorial signs are utilized to represent them.
The usual components in a wiring diagram are ground, power supply, wire as well as link, result
gadgets, buttons, resistors, logic gate, lights, and so on. A line represents a cord. Cables are
used to attach the elements with each other. All points along the cord equal as well as
connected. Wires on some locations have to go across each various other, yet that does not
necessarily suggest that they attach. A black dot is utilized to show the order of two lines. Main
lines are represented by L1, L2, and more. Normally different colors are made use of to identify
the cables. There ought to be a legend on the wiring diagram to inform you just what each
shade implies. Normally circuits with greater than 2 components have two fundamental kinds of
links: series and also parallel. A series circuit is a circuit where parts are connected along a
solitary course, so the present circulations via one component to obtain to the next one. In a
series circuit, voltages build up for all components attached in the circuit, and currents coincide
through all components. In a parallel circuit, each device is straight connected to the source of
power, so each tool receives the same voltage. The existing in a parallel circuit moves along
each identical branch as well as re-combines when the branches reunite. An excellent wiring
diagram should be practically proper and also clear to review. Take care of every information.
The diagram ought to reveal the correct instructions of the positive and also adverse terminals
of each part. Utilize the best symbols. Find out the definitions of the fundamental circuit signs
and pick the proper ones to use. Attract attaching wires as straight lines. Utilize a dot to indicate
line joint, or usage line leaps to indicate cross lines that are not connected. Tag elements such
as resistors and capacitors with their worths. Ensure the message placement looks clean.
Magnetic lock systems are fairly simple to set up. This guide will take you through the basics of
connecting the components together. It will give you a general idea of how the wiring should be
completed, while leaving out details such as mounting the components to a door or wall. The
purpose of the guide is to give the reader an understanding of how everything should be
connected together, so the reader will know what to connect after mounting the lock
components in the correct locations. Click Here to view a copy of the access control panel
manual that we will use in this setup guide. Click Here to view a copy of the manual for a
different access control panel. Magnetic locks are a useful means of limiting access to certain
locations. In this guide we showed what components and tools were needed, as well as what
parts and wires to connect together. The method to add or remove keycard access was also
covered in this guide. While this guide applies to many magnetic lock systems, you should
consult the user's manual that comes with the components of your magnetic lock system to
ensure the correct way to connect everything together. You should also make sure that the
parts of your magnetic lock system are compatible before connecting them together i. PI
Manufacturing carries a wide variety of magnetic lock components, including locking
components, access control panels, exit switches, and keycards. Let PI Manufacturing help you
with your security needs. Includes electromagnetic locking mechanism and metal bar held in
place by the electromagnet. Interconnector with 6-Pin plug, power supply sockets, and wires
Usually included with access control panel. Step 1: Examine Connectors. Examine the
connector and the sockets for the access control panel. Note the 6-pin connections. Note that
the manual that comes with the interconnector usually the access control panel manual
specifics what wires are supposed to be connected to. Figure 3 is from page 12 of the manual in
this example, under section B - fail safe lock type. Figure 1 : The access control panel connector
has 5-pin and 6-pin sockets. Figure 2 : The interconnector has a 6-pin plug and two power
supply sockets. Figure 3 : Diagram from the manual that shows where to connect wires. Larger

diagram. Step 2: Join The 6-Pin Connectors. The 6-pin plug should be inserted into the 6-pin
socket on the access control panel connector. Figure 4 : The 6-pin plug should be inserted into
the 6-pin socket. Unscrew the screw on the access panel on the magnetic lock. The inside of the
panel shows a diagram detailing what the various terminal block connectors correspond to.
Figure 6 : Unscrew the access panel on the magnetic lock using the Phillips-head screwdriver.
Figure 7 : The inside of the access panel includes a diagram with labels. Refer to the
interconnector manual usually same manual as access control panel, since they are often
packaged together and note which wires should be connected to magnetic lock. For this
walkthrough guide, the information is contained in the manual on page 12, section B and it can
also be seen in figure 3. Note that the manual often labels colored wires leaving the 6-pin plug.
In this example, the manual labeled the blue wire leaving the 6-pin connector as the negative
connector to the magnetic lock. The wire we actually use for the connection is the green one
that extends past that blue wire and the power supply socket, as seen in figure 8. Figure 8 :
After consulting the manual, note which wires will connect to the magnetic lock. Figure 9 : Note
the hole on the side of the magnetic lock for wires to pass through. Figure 10 : Insert the wires
into the hole in the side of the magnetic lock. Then insert the wires from the interconnector into
the terminal blocks. Be sure that the wires that you are inserting correspond to the terminal
blocks i. Then screw the terminal block screws back in place so that they firmly lock the wires
into place. Figure 13 : Tighten the terminal block screws so that the wires are locked into place.
Loosen the screw mounts on the exit switch. Then insert a wire into each screw mount opening.
Tighten the screw mounts so that the two wires are firmly held in place by the screws. Figure 15
: Insert a wire into each screw mount opening. Figure 16 : Tighten the screw mounts to hold
wires in place. Step 7: Connect Wire Pair to Interconnecter. Examine the user manual and verify
which wires should be connected to the exit switch. The information can be found on page 3 of
this setup guide, and on page 12 of the manual under section B. Then connect a pair of wires at
those locations. In this case, the wire connects to the brown wire corresponding to the negative
connector from one of the power sockets. The other wire connects to the green wire coming out
of the interconnector. Figure 17 : Attach one wire to the '-' wire on the correct power socket.
Figure 18 : Attach second wire to the correct location in this case, green wire from
interconnector. Figure 19 : Both ends of each of the wires should be connected to the correct
locations now. Step 8: Connect the Power. Plug a power adapter into each of the power sockets.
Be sure to consult the manual to ensure that the power adapters that you are using are
compatible with the magnetic lock and access control panel that you are using. Figure 20 : Plug
power adapter plugs into the sockets. Figure 21 : Adapter plugs are connected to power
sockets. Step 9: Magnetic Lock is Enabled. The metal bar portion of the magnetic lock should
be placed adjacent to the electromagnetic section. Then, plug each power adapter into an
electrical outlet or surge protector. The magnetic lock should now be powered on, and the metal
bar should be locked into place. Figure 22 : Place metal bar next to electromagnetic locking
mechanism. Figure 23 : After power adapters are plugged in, metal bar should be firmly locked
into place. Step Add Keycard Access. Before keycards can be used to open the lock, they must
be added into the system. Consult your access control panel manual to see how you should add
keycard access. Then you press ' 1 ' to enter the mode to add access, or press ' 2 ' to enter the
mode to remove access. Once you select either ' 1 ' or ' 2 ', you then place keycards next to the
keypad sensor to perform the appropriate action. Keycards should be placed near the sensor
one at a time. If the panel beeps once, the operation has been completed successfully. If it
beeps multiple times, then the action has already been completed i. The documentation for
setup can be viewed on pages of the manual for this example. Figure 24 : The keycards need to
be added to the system before they can open the lock. Figure 26 : Place card close to keypad to
add to system. Step Test Opening Methods. Press the exit switch button in order to test that it
has been wired correctly. If the wires have been correctly wired, then the magnetic lock should
unlock for a brief period. Use a keycard added to the system by placing it next to the keypad
sensor of the access control panel while the panel is normal operating mode i. If the keycard
was correctly added to the system earlier, then the keypad should beep and the LED should
flash green. The magnetic lock will also be unlocked for a brief period of time. Figure 27 : Press
the exit switch button and confirm that the magnetic lock briefly deactivates. Figure 28 : Place
an activated keycard next to the sensor to see if the lock briefly deactivates. Step Lock Should
Open. After using either of the methods mentioned in Step 11 exit switch or keycard to open the
lock, verify that the metal bar can be moved away from the electromagnetic lock. The lock will
be disabled for a brief period, and then reactivate. Be careful not to place anything fragile or
important between the metal bar and electromagnetic locking mechanism; when the lock
reactivates, anything in between the two parts can be crushed or damaged. Figure 29 : The
locking mechanism should be briefly disabled after using the exit switch or keycard. Figure 30 :

It should be possible to pull away the metal bar during the time that the lock is disabled. A
wiring diagram or schematic is a visual representation of the connections and layout of an
electrical system. It shows how the electrical wires are interconnected and can also show where
and how components are connected to the system. The following reference sections provide
installation documents and wiring diagram schematics for maglocks door access system
components, kits and equipment. If you have additional questions regarding hardware or
software requirements or the wiring diagram set-up, we are available to help. Give us a call at 1.
Use wiring diagrams to assist in installing electronic locking components. Diagrams are also
useful for trouble shooting and making wiring repairs. These schematics are also commonly
used to confirm the location of wiring and the use of a wiring diagram can ensure the
installation is following local building code requireme
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nts. Before installing access control hardware, ensure that your proposed products are
acceptable for the applicable use group and that all code requirements are met. Doors with
access control must not obstruct egress routes or negatively impact fire barriers. As a rule of
thumb, free egress is required at all times, not just upon fire alarm â€” although there are some
exceptions, particularly in healthcare. Your informed application of the installation and use of
access control hardware will provide years of a secure locking solution while protecting life
safety and ensuring the effectiveness of fire doors. Consult your municipal Fire Marshall for
more details. If you would like one of our advisors and help with your product requirements or
answer any open questions, give us a call. We would be happy to assist. Return to Buyer Guide
Home. When and How to Use a Wiring Diagram Use wiring diagrams to assist in installing
electronic locking components. Toll-Free Telephone: 1. Back To Top.

